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Fig. 2 - )�P]UIV�PMIL�IVL�VMKS�IXXMIZ�\W�PI^M�JMMV�XMMTML�Wٺ�\PM�[SMTM\IT�[\Z]K�
\]ZM�IVL�[\ZM\KPML�WV�I�ÆI\�[]ZNIKM��<PM�QV\IK\�NIKM�IXXMIZ[�I\�\PM�TW_MZ�KMV\MZ�WN �
\PM�QUIOM��_Q\P�MaM[�IVL�TQX[�KTW[ML�QV�I�[MZMVM�M`XZM[[QWV��<PM�MIZ[�IZM�LQ[KWV�
VMK\ML�IVL�XTIKML�\W�MQ\PMZ�[QLM�WN �\PM�NIKM��<PM�[SQV�Q[�JZW_V�
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My oldest memory (likely a dream): I am somewhere very cold, 
great expanses of  water and ice surround me, the horizon bows at 
\PM�JW]VLIZa�WN �Ua�^Q[QWV��\PM�[]V�Q[�PW\�IVL�Ua�ÅVOMZ[�IZM�^MZa�
cold. I am drinking water clear and thick, it feels like licking a thin             
calcium-laden wine glass, it is cold and deep with blue, milky, bloody 
M^MV�� ÅTTQVO� Ua� MV\QZM� KPM[\�� KZIKSQVO� Ua� [\MZV]U�� \PZ][\QVO� Ua�
shoulders backward, slipping into me.  

I replay this water memory with my eyes closed waiting for the late 
ZMTQMN �WN �[TMMX��?Pa�Q[�\PQ[�\PM�ÅZ[\�\PQVO�1�ZMUMUJMZ'�1�XTIa�\PM�UMU-
ory out often, trying to calm myself  from thinking of  everything else 
that I feel could happen. Why am I here in this city? Thousands of  
miles from San Francisco. Do we have enough food? Water? Books? 
Living in a zombie movie is banal. What a slog till we get to the 
other thing. Where are we going? Why can’t we get there? A trillion-
aire, the word makes me taste trash, gritty dirt, plastic-swallowing 
sinister brown iridescent liquid like squid and peanut butter, I try to 
snap myself  out of  this worn thought pattern with the memory of  
the water in my chest—be patient for the revolution but demand it 
right now—I try to think of  the school we will build, its long sprawl 
of  trees, permaculture gardens, Earthen roads, wide airy spaces . . . 
Light everywhere. What will the art we make there look like? Who 
_QTT�KWUM�_Q\P�UM'�0W_�_QTT�_M�IٺWZL�Q\'�;PW]TL�_M�OW�VW_'�
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Fig. 3 - <PM�IZ\Q[\�OIbM[�\W_IZL�\PM�^QM_MZ�NZWU�I�LIZSMVML�JIKSOZW]VL�

Rindon Johnson, Bad Self, 2012, charcoal on paper
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The descent down the stairs into the cave is careful, the decline em-
phasized by the height of  the stone above us, a gaping, scraggly pore, 
slow steep stairs as the cold creeps up towards us. This cave was 
created apx. two million years ago by an underground river cut-
ting channels that we now walk through. The stone: pink, orange, 
[WUM\QUM[�\PM�[IUM�KWTWZ�I[�PWTLQVO�I�ÆI[PTQOP\�]X�\W�aW]Z�ÅVOMZ��
glowing, fresh like an open mouth. 

A painting, a layer of  images, pushed carved into the rock, a wom-
an, a mammoth, a woman, a mammoth, a woman, a mammoth, 
they are drawn in a circle high above our heads body stretched out-
ward, vulnerable to a 10-meter drop through the expanse of  the hall 
with its gigantic snakelike openings, like trying to wrap your hands 
around an egg. The rock does everything that it should not be able to 
do, it does everything but act like rock, or everything it turns out can 
act like rock as I had once known it, and rock can act like everything. 

For a minute as we’ve squished together along a pathway, admir-
ing great big circles of  stone with tablecloths caught in motion, our 
O]QLM�\]ZV[�Wٺ�\PM�TQOP\�JMPQVL�][�IVL�OZIXXTM[�_Q\P�\PM�VM`\�TQOP\�
so that the cave becomes completely dark, emptiness surrounds us 
all swallowing our breath like an expansive cloak of  a black sonic 
abyss, expectant, draping itself  around our shoulders settling cool 
on our neck bones, a thumb on the collar and then suddenly it’s 
gone, the lights are on again, revealing the cave’s massive ceilings 
pre-cathedral, grand expanses of  stone in radiant orange, pink, a 
satiated mouth sugared-up tongue of  a palette, browns, pinks, ala-
baster teeth, brushed last night but not today. All this color is hard 
IVL�X]TTML�LW_V_IZL�[\IKSML�Ja�LZWX[��ÆWWL[��IVL�[W�WV��
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Fig. 4 - ;\ITIK\Q\M[��_Q\P�LZWXTM\[�KTQVOQVO�\W�\PM�\QX[��M`\MVL�LW_V_IZL�NZWU�I�
KI^M�KMQTQVO��<PM�UQVMZIT�NWZUI\QWV[�OTW_�aMTTW_�_Q\P�\ZIV[UQ\\ML�TQOP\��J]\�\PM�
JIKSOZW]VL�Q[�XQ\KP�JTIKS�
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Fig. 5 - A harshly illuminated cave wall of  ruddy layered sediment features 
IZKPQVO�[\WVM�[]ZNIKM[��WVM�NZQVOML�_Q\P�I�ZW_�WN �[\ITIK\Q\M[�
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Later, overlooking a big castle on a high hill supported only by a 
gray-white gash of  stone, squinting into the afternoon sun, we re-
alize that we had never thought about the scale of  ancient human 
mark-making. Charlotte says, Well think about it . . . If  they could 
XIQV\�\PM[M�\PQVO[�QV�\PM�KI^M[��_PW�Q[�\W�[Ia�\PI\�KTQٺ�NIKM�_I[�VW\�
rubbed completely red? 
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